
Generate a Report for Coach Certifications Using the Custom Member Option 

 

Select Custom Member: 

 

 

 

 

Select the correct fields: For my report I use 

 USAS ID 

 Last Name 

 First Name 

 Club Code 

 Registration Expire Date 

 CPR Date 

 Safety Date 

 FOC Test Original  

 FOC Test 101 

 FOC Test 201 

 FOC Test Rules & Regs 

 LSC Non-Athlete 1 (this is where Niagara LSC enters Lifeguarding) 

 LSC Non-Athlete 2 (this is where Niagara LSC enters STSC Online) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Your LSC may have different Non-Athlete fields so be sure to pick them accordingly. In the end you’ll get a screen that 
looks like this: 

 

 

Hit Continue and you will be able to select your filters. I only set items in the registration related fields at the bottom: 

 

 



You can set your filters as you’d like but since we are focused on coaches there’s no need for anything else. FYI, if you 

save the parameters (we’ll get there) SWIMS will always check the “Set All” box when you come back, however, it 

doesn’t truly “Set All.” Be sure to adjust the Registration Year accordingly, right now I need Current & Prior. 

 

If this is your first time running the report be sure to save the parameters. If you already saved it and want to update, 

there is an option for that as well. 

 

Now, Generate and Download File! 

 

 

 

If you want, there is one item that SWIMS adds to the report named the “PersonIdUnique” which isn’t needed for this 

particular example. You may deselect it prior to export by expanding where it says “Click here to see custom field 

selection for download.” You may also remove it quickly on your Excel sheet so this is optional! 



 

The PersonIdUnique is at the bottom 

 

Now “Click here to start download with only fields that you have selected” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now you’ll have a wonderful spreadsheet of chaos! Let’s clean that up. I prefer to create a Macro in Excel so I can do this 

all in one shot. 

To start with you’ll have a screen that looks something like this: 

 

 

If you’ve never created a Macro before, head to the View tab: 

 



Then Macros and finally Record Macro… 

 

 

This will bring up a wizard where you can name and describe the macro. I typically store in “Personal Macro 

Workbook” so it is available regardless of the workbook I am in. 

 

When you hit ok the recording will begin. Start making your customizations (arrange columns, add filters, change 

fonts, etc.) When you are finished, head back to the Macros tab and “Stop Recording.” 

 

The Macro is now available for you to use on any workbook. So, if we download another example and run the Macro 

you’ll see it happen automagically. To run a Macro, use the shortcut you assigned or go to the Macros menu, View 

Macros, and “Run” from the menu. 

 

 



Here’s my finished product: 

 

 

Here’s a close-up of the major difference (this might be hard to see without some magnification…): 

The original header row: 

 

 

My newly reformatted header row: 

 

I’ve moved columns, adjusted font, alignment, column size, and titles. Once the macro is recorded it’s just a few clicks to 

do all that again.  

Now, when a club renews, I filter out only their club and send them the report so they know what to expect for the 

upcoming year. Periodically, I’ll run the report (once setup it’s fairly quick) and I’ll use Conditional Formatting to quickly 

spot people that are invalid.  

 



Hope that helps! 

 

 


